TRAVEL AI CHATBOT
THE PERSONAL AI AGENT YOUR TRAVELERS NEEDS
BOTTER Is your go-to chatbot option if you're seeking to provide a seamless,
engaging and automated communication solution to your customers.
Typical trip reservation for a customer heading to a travel agency to book a flight or
reserve a hotel is long gone, adapting digital channels now to cater to your traveler
needs now is crucial.
With BOTTER, you will be able to redefine your travelers' experience by assisting
them with expert travel advice, whether it's a flight ticket best suited for their
pocket, a hotel booking that accommodates their stay with pleasure, or simply
check their flights' statuses with round the clock response and availability.
What makes BOTTER unique, is that it's powered by a strong frame-work designed
to build a more accurate chatbot with customer-centric UX design.

OUR CLIENTS

EGYPT AIR

EMAIL US TODAY

See what BOTTER can do for your organization.
hello@botter.ai

HUMANIZE YOUR AVIATION CX WITH BOTTER

EVOLVING AI

Powerful NLP engines to match your
deployment requirements backed up by
MS Azure & Rasa.

MULTILINGUAL

Leverage the power of our NLP
technology to deliver automated
chat in any language.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
Ultimate automation & conversational
experience through channels &
APIs suite.

CONNECTORS

Can be easily integrated with any contact
center, such as Cisco, Genesys, Zendesk, etc.

VOICE TECHNOLOGY

Convert spoken audio into text, use
voice techs for verification, & add
speaker recognition to your application.

FLOW BUILDER

Lego like powerful & easy-to-use tool that helps
you build & manage your chatbot flows in
a simple way via the building blocks concept.

HOW BOTTER CAN HELP YOU
Booking Agent - Provide your passengers & travelers a seamless experience & stimulate
a real-time booking human-like agent assisting them to buy and change their reservations.
Travel Updates - Assist travelers with all trips details such as flight schedule, gate
number, location in real time, and much more.
Personalized Marketing Campaigns - Keep your passengers engaged, draw the attention
of potential customers, and provide them with expert trip advice.
Check-in Assistant - Take your customer experience to the next level by enabling
your travelers to check-in through a conversational interactive chatbot.
Customer Care & Feedback - Enrich your travelers' and customer care agents
experience thanks to the engine that keeps learning from the customers' frequent
records and preferences.

